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Hello Magicians, friends, and seekers of
magical knowledge!
Welcome to our (Invisible Practice) first
edition of the I practice magazine.
This magazine is just something fun for
me to play with and we hope to bring
multiple issues to you in the future.
Issues focussing on specific magicians,
their magic, and what makes them great
outside of magic.
My name is Rico and I will be your editor
and narrator on the ride.
In this month’s issue, you will find a
variation of LePaul’s bashful queens.
This is a travelers type trick from The
Card Magic Of Paul LePaul. LePaul’s
solution for four cards that travel to
different pockets is genius and you will
never see it coming!
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In this month’s book club, I will be
exploring a book that has been long out
of print, Dai Vernon’s ultimate secrets
of card magic. Hopefully, we will see this
book back in print soon since it is such a
great book with many wonderful ideas,
but if not, it is worth tracking it down.
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Further, I noticed that in magic
magazine people always seem to focus
on magic, what a big surprise! I mean, of
course, we focus on magic, it’s a fricking
magic magazine, what else would we
focus on?
Well!
My good friend Aljaz Son always calls
magic the queen of arts, a term which
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has been used by many art
historians, even those who are
not magicians. They call magic
this because magic tries to
incorporate different skills from
all arts and fuse this into one
where we entertain and mystify
with secrets.
So, since magic is much more
than just the secrets, I also want
to focus on how to improve your
improv as well as some
recommended reading outside
of magic that focuses on
mindfulness, philosophy, and
interesting facts. When one
improves as a person his magic
improves with him/her.
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Find out more about our magicians at the back!
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Grab a nice cup of Joe’s, my
favourite for this month is a
Coffee blend from a coffee
roastery in Groningen, the blend
is called “Adado Coffee” from
Ethiopia. This is a perfect coffee
to make in a V60 and if you have a
proper grinder you will get the
sweetest mouthfeel you can
imagine.
Or you could go to a coffeeshop
and enjoy a nice cup of Joe’s
from your favourite barista, Like
Michael is doing is this months
meditation.
Now off to the magazine!

Find out more about our magicians at the back!
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BOOK OF THE MONTH
ULTIMATE SECRETS OF CARD MAGIC
Dai Vernonʼs Ultimate Secrets of Card
Magic is a book that I got very early
on in magic. I just started to read
books and so a magician called Ger
Copper came to me because he heard
that I liked Vernonʼs books. He came
to me and he told me that he had two
Vernon books that he was willing to
sell to me because he didnʼt study
them anymore, and so very early on in
my career, I got to study this
wonderful book together with the
book of magic.
When I first started to study the book,
I could do most of the material in
there since I started with pretty
hardcore material from Darwin Ortiz,
my fingers could do the sleights.
However, I made the classic mistake
that most people make while reading
Vernon and that is the idea that they
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can improve the Professor. Since I
thought I could improve his tricks I
entered into the standard cycle where
I start to figure out a better way of
doing it and after a lot of trial and
error, I think I finally have the best
method, only to go back to the book
and to discover that the method I
ended up with is the exact method
that Vernon described in the first
place.
It is a truly wonderful book, most
tricks in here are workers and there
will be something for everyone; from
the move monkey to the casual
magician.
One of my favorite routines is the
“matched spell out” it is a very casual
trick and even though it takes some
time to figure out the best way of
performing it, it is always a knockout
effect that has a deadly punch at the
end. Your audience will love it and
you will learn a thing or two about
cutting up actions and how the
audience perceives them.
When we progress further in the
book, we get to the larreverse. Some
of my friends dubbed this technique
their favorite move while others donʼt
like it that much. I donʼt use the
larreverse that often, however, it is a
great technique to reverse a card in
the middle of a routine and if you find
the right moment to do it, it will be
invisible.
Continuing we have a trick from Persi
Diaconis, this is one of the few things
that Persi published and it is a true
gem. The routine is that of a general
card while the 3 cards never leave
Persiʼs hand and all of the spectators
have a different selection. The theater
needs to be set-up in the right
environment; however, this effect is a
stunning one and a perfect interlude
for any parlor show.
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After these wonderful tricks, we get to
the second part of the books that will
mostly focus on different techniques.
We find different ways of executing
the pass and of making it more
passable (sorry), As well as tabled
shifts, peeks, peek controls, and
different ruses to keep control over
selections. This section of the book is
there for the move monkey as well as
the person who wants to fool his
fellow magicians.
The third and final part of the book
focuses on tricks from Dai Vernonʼs
friends. This section of the book has
contributions from magicians such as
Roy Walton, Francis Carlyle, Fred
Kaps, Ross Bertram, and Dr. Elliot.
I could tell you much more about the
book, however, my opinion doesnʼt
do the book justice. Read it, master it
and I can promise you that you will
find things that you will use for many
years to come.
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Morning Ritual
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Morning Ritual
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Hi, Michael Vincent here.
Welcome to Monthly
Meditations.
This will feature very short
micro essays to get you
thinking and inspired to take
action.
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look after my mother who
suffers with Dementia.

My Coffee shop is my Sanctuary. Here, I order my morning Coffee and some breakfast. While I wait, I get out my
close up mat, my cards and
Let’s begin with a topic very my notebook.
dear to me; Morning Rituals.
I begin practicing my daily
Every day without fail be- drills and a specific routine
tween the hours of 09:00 am that has my attention.
and 11:00 am I go to my local
coffee shop for about 45 I think it is important to have
minutes.
a ritual like this because getting out of our environment
My time is short because I is important for mental
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health and creative thinking. My morning ritual supported me during the lockWhen my breakfast arrives, down while my Coffee
my creative thinking contin- Shops where still allowed to
ues while I eat.
trade. Once the lockdown
impacted business, I went
What do I think about?
for long walks instead and
sat in my park.
I visualize that I am the
greatest magicians my audi- I see encourage you to conence has ever seen. I see my sider creating something
entire performance in my similar for yourself and see
mind executed flawlessly.
if it has a positive impact on
your mental health, your
This morning ritual is ener- magic and creative expresgizing for me because it sion.
keeps me connected to my
craft. It keeps my skills sharp Michael Vincent© 2021
and my mind healthy.
Looking after my mother
takes up most of the day so I
am exhausted at the end and
just want to sleep.
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SHY LADIES
A Variation of the Bashful Queens

Introduction
LePaul has this wonderful effect called
“the bashful queens” the effect is truly
wonderful; however, I couldn’t fully appreciate the effect until I read the book
for the fifth time. The thing I most likely
couldn’t appreciate was the lay down sequence.The lay down sequence is genius
in one way since it allows us to have two
queens already in our pockets, however,
it was too much effort. I asked myself;
“how difficult can it be to put four
queens on the table?”.
Lucky me I remembered a conversation
I had with Alvaro about some of the effects that Gabi used to do. Gabi used a
move from Fred Kaps to put four random cards on the table and change them
into aces. This switch finally solved my
problem with the routine and after
changing the layout of the aces preloaded in the pockets the effect can be
performed in my preferred way.

Set-up

W
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r
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On the body: Place one red queen in your
outer breast pocket and a black queen in
your right pants pocket, or in case you’re
wearing a jacket in your right jacket
pocket.
In the deck: Place one black queen in the
center, place one red queen about 10
cards away from the black queen.

n

Method
1. Start spreading through the cards
until you see the first queen and get
ready to perform the Kaps switch.
Briefly; as you see the first queen you almost align it with the card under it,
there should be a space of about 1 cm
between the queen and the card under
it. These two cards are still in a spread.
2. You’re now going to perform the
Kaps switch to supposedly put the first
queen on the table. Briefly; break the
spread at the first queen so that now it
is on the face of the left-hand spread.
Move this hand forward a bit to display
the queen. As your left-hand comes
back, your right-hand fingers take the
queen and the card under it while your
right-hand palm down to place the card
face-down on the table. Table the card
that was under the queen, instead of the
queen. If this is performed correctly you
will create the illusion of the queen going on the table.
3. Spread to the second queen and repeat the Kaps switch like before. After
you have switched the queen, however,
instead of place it back in the spread,
you slip the queen to the top (back) of
the deck as you close the spread. This
will leave one queen on the back of the
pack and one queen in the center.
4. Spread the deck face-up again and
repeat the Kaps switch the queen (this
will be the first queen they saw, because
of this make sure that you only ever
mention the number of the queen:
“queen number 1,2,3,4. Never mention
its suit). After the switch you also slip
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Final Thoughts
This routine can be particularly nice to
perform with a borrowed deck as it is so
fair. The question then of course becomes how we preload the queens in
front of our spectator’s eyes.
Refferences
1. Giobbi, R. (2000). The Kaps Switch.
Card College – Volume 4. P,816
2. Another similar switch to the Kaps
Switch can be found in Roy Walton’s
work in a trick called “A Further
Mission”. This trick is written down in
Devils playthings on page 19. It can also
be found in the complete Walton
volume 1.
3. Weeland, R. (2020). The Annotated
LePaul Vol.1

this queen to the back so that you end
up with both queens on the back of the
deck.
5. When you start searching for the
fourth queen you pretend like you can’t
find it. After spreading through the deck
twice you square the deck and you steal
the bottom two cards in a gambler’s
cop. Explain that you can’t find the last
queen and that you will take a look at
the queen that you are missing. As you
turn over the tabled cards however you
notice that the queens aren’t there. Now
you explain how the queens are sometimes shy and they like to hide from the
audience.
6. As you deliver the last line your lefthand goes to the left pocket (either
pants if not wearing a suit, or jacket if
wearing a suit). And it removes one
queen while leaving one queen behind.

move the queen from your breast
pocket.
8. Transfer both cards to your left
hand and remove the queen from your
right-pocket.
9. Transfer both queens again to the
right-hand and place the left-hand in
your left-pocket. Pretend to notice that
you already removed the queen from
there, but in actually steal out the queen
to remove it from the left back pocket.
The best way to do this is to not palm
the queen, just push the fingers against
the bottom of the card and slide the
card over your pants towards your back
pocket, where you insert it.

7. Transfer the queen to your righthand and with your free left-hand re-
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vise with your audience, you create something from nothing. And what’s created is
something for that particular moment and
cannot be replicated. It becomes unique
and memorable. This is what I want my
magic to be: a collective effort to create a
memorable moment. The magic is important, but I think what surrounds the magic
is meaningful.

”The world of improv is a portal into mindfulness and magic.”
- Patricia Ryan Madson, author of Improv Wisdom
Improvisational theater. Often known as
‘improvisation' or ‘improv’. When you hear
it, you might think of the TV show “Whose
Line Is It Anyway?” where players receive
suggestions from the audience, and with
those suggestions, the players create a
scene. But what is improv exactly and how
can it be used in your magic performances?
According to the Cambridge Dictionary,
improvisation is “a performance that [is]
not practiced or planned.” When taking
improv classes (which I highly recommend
in doing), you learn to create something
from nothing with suggestions from the audience and/or your fellow improv players.
The name of Keith Johnstone will come up
during those classes as he’s the modern father of improv, mostly known for theatresports, a competitive form of improv. At the
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end of a improv course, together with your
fellow improv players ,you perform in front
of a live audience.
To the audience, an improv performance
feels spontaneous, not scripted, and in the
moment. Does that mean I improvise my
magic as well? Only if I play Magic Sports,
a magic version of improv created by Australian magician Tim Ellis. But normally I
don’t improvise the magic. Just as in improv, the techniques are rehearsed. It’s
what happens in between the magic where
you can create real magic moments.
And this is where I think you can distinguish yourself from other magicians. When
I perform my act at comedy shows, the focus is more on comedy than magic. As I
feel I’m not as good a joke teller as the
other comedians, therefore I do improv
comedy during my set. When you impro-
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Taking an improvisation course will teach
you many techniques applicable to magic
and in your everyday life. I feel it can
e laugh about it, and move on. Durhelp to find your character and to
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one of my performances in Illuhelp find and/or create magic
yo sionsingMagic
Bar I switched in the wrong
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“If we treat each other as if we are geniuses, poets, and artists, we have a bet3. ter chance of becoming that on stage.”
- Del Close

2.

“The
side fun is a
of a lways
yes.”
- Ma on the o
rtin
de M ther
aat

In improv
you’re taught always
to say “Yes, and…” For
example, if somebody
during your Ambitious
Card comments that you
use duplicates, I would
say “Yes, and the copy
machine in this deck is
state of the art.” Always
acknowledge what the
other person says and
expand on that line of
think.
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Make the spectator the
star. In improv, it’s your
task to make your fellow
improv player the star.
Why? It makes your fellow
improv-er look good and
therefore it makes you
look good. This is the
same when doing magic.
It’s always best when you
compliment the audience.
Or implement moments in
your magic routines where
they do the magic. For
example, you let the participant invisibly move
your sponge ball to
his/her hand, rather than
you doing it.
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5.

“The thing about improvisation
is that it’s not about what you
4. say. It’s listening to what other
people say. It’s about what you
hear.” - Paul Merton
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the audience expects, they’ll think
you’re original. People laugh with
pleasure at the obvious.”

b
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I hope you’ve seen how improv
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tress is right: when perlive in the mond
forming you don’t have to be
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funny. Of course, when I perform
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ing
I’ve got a few stock lines and oneto
liners that fit my character. But a n d
be
most of the things I say are obser- collaboraf
u
nny
vations and together with the au- tion. Plus taking
.” dience, I find the funny within improv classes is relaxKris
those observations. Plus with the ing and it takes your mind to
te
human interactions and the magic a different place. Patricia Ryan Wiig n
routine that is happening. Cliches Madson is right when she wrote:
and generalizations are fine to “The world of improv is a portal
use. Keith Johnstone says that into mindfulness and magic.”
“Every time you go the direction

Listen and observe. During your routine, ask the audience questions.
It’s a great way to kill time, for example when somebody signs a card
or when somebody walks towards the stage. Also, be aware of your
surroundings. Is there music playing, is there a decor that catches your
eye, etc. All that information you can inject immediately into your
routine you are performing right there and then. An example is when I
was performing in Slovenia and there was this big pillar in the room.
Everybody saw it and I made a joke of me disappearing and appearing
while I jumped back and forth behind the pillar. It got a huge laugh
because I acknowledged what was in the room (quite literally) and it
was made for that moment.
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READING RECOMMENDATION
- Keith Johnstone, Impro: Improvisation
and the Theatre (1987)
- Patricia Ryan Madson, Improv Wisdom
(2005)
- Viola Spolin, Improvisation for the
Theater: A Handbook of Teaching and
Directing Techniques (1999)
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Recommended Reading

But So far for my philosophical
rant.

Philosophy

Rico here again.

This month I will give you one
book in three different categories to consider and to read.

By Marcus Aurelius

As a final column I wanted to include some of my personal favorite books that will not only
give you something to think
about, but that will also make
you a better performer.
You see, reading books grows
your inner-world and as your inner-world grows so does the
way that you interact with the
world. After-all, the only way to
interpret the world is with our
thoughts, nothing has any meaning. We just give it the meaning
that it has.
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Meditations

The categories are as follows:

Handling people

1.

Philosophy

2.

Handling People

How To Win Friends and
Influence People

3.

Psychology

These are three categories that I
enjoy tremendously and I feel
that they will make anyone a better magician and a more complete human being..

By Dale Carnegie

Psychology
King, Warrior, Magician, Lover;
Rediscovering the Archetypes
of the Mature Masculine.
By Robert Moore and Douglas
Gillette
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Bio Fritz

Bio Mike

Fritz with a Z is a professional comedy
magician in the Amsterdam area in
the Netherlands. The busiest Dutch
magician on Zoom and currently the
only Dutch magician to have performed on all continents. Fritz has
performed at the Magic Circle and
the Magic Castle. His
magic effects have appeared in
magazines, such as MAGIC, GENII, and
Vanish. Furthermore, Fritz released
several lecture notes and instructional DVDs. You can
find Fritz on Instagram (@fritzwithaz)
where you can message him
about his magic products. His essay
on improv first appeared in his 2020
lecture notes.

Michael Vincent is an UK based professional magician, teacher, student
and pioneer.
Michael is one of the patrons of the
classic school of magic and he will
make you see the most wonderful
things with just a deck of cards..
This man really needs no introduction, however, what some of you
might not know is that Michael makes
photographs that are just as beautiful
as his magic. You will find a truly authentic expression in everything that
Michael does.
To Follow Michael you can find him on
instagram with (@michaelvincentmagic)

Bio Rico

Picture Credits:

Rico With a R is a magic fanatic, student, teacher, philosopher and the editor of this magazine based in the
Groningen area in the Netherlands.

Pages 2,3 : Álvaro Pérez Berbel

Rico has lectured in multiple countries such as Poland, Italy and The
United Kingdom.

Pages 20 -21: Improv at Chicago
Boom

Cover: Michael Vincent
Pages 10 -15: Michael Vincent

Currently he is 22 years old and if you
catch him at a convention than feel
free to invite him for a beer.
You can find Rico on instagram with
(@rico_weeland)
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